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Abstract
The number of edge devices are increasing exponentially as the emergence of Internet of Things (IoT) and Fog computing. In
addition, the Bring your own device (BYOD) concept also inspires people to use personal device for storing more corporate
information as well as personal information locally at the edge of the network. Hence, the utilization of personal mobile devices
for storing private information is mounting significantly. As a result, protecting the privacy and security of personal information
have become a major concern and hindrance towards digital engagement. In this paper, we address this issue and propose an
efficient algorithm for protecting information in personal device. We apply the proposed algorithm and found the superiority of
our algorithm over the robust RGB channel based technique and improved LSB based technique in perspective of data
imperceptibility and capacity.

1.Introduction
'iCloud hacking' is a storm on the horizon for cloud storage
since 2014. It shows us the security and privacy flaws of our
personal information stored in the cloud environment. There is
simply no way to be completely sure enough that the data will
be secured in the cloud. Bruce Schneier, a security expert,
rightly said, "you have no way of knowing. You can't trust
anybody. Everybody is lying to you". Once personal
information is compromised, there is no way of getting it back
and may cause significant personal and financial loss.
In the era of Internet of Things (IoT) and Fog computing, a
huge number of personal devices like smart phones, laptops,
tablets and other smart devices are connecting to the internet for
accessing different services for people's daily life. Gartner, Inc.
forecasts that in 2015, there will be 4.9 billion connected things
and by 2020, it will reach to 25 billion among which more than
50% are consumer devices[1]. The statistics also indicates that
more than 50% of users will use tab or smartphone first for
online activities by 2018[2]. This devices are increasingly
getting more powerful with a large range of connectivity options
and can store enormous amount of information. Alongside, with
the introduction of BYOD (bring your own device) concept, the
utilization of personal devices also increased. The users
increasingly take advantage of smart devices for sensitive
transactions like online shopping, banking, and store important
personal (health record, e-mail, photo, PIN information etc)
and corporate information (strategy, meeting, customer
information etc) in it. This plethora makes the devices an ideal
target for attackers. With the installation of third-party
applications in the smart devices, the chance of malicious
programs also increase that may eventually lead a system to

harm's way. A report published by Kaspersky Lab [3], said
that, "just two years of smartphone malware evolution are
equivalent to twenty years of work in PCs malware". A report
on IoT [4] finds that at least one piece of personal information is
collected via the device, cloud or its mobile application by 90%
of IoT devices. So security and privacy of information in smart
devices is a great concern for the users.
Cryptograhy and steganography are two most used techniques
in case of protecting information in communication channel.
But securing communication is no longer enough as such, we
need to protect our data stored on mobile devices and other
endpoints. Cryptography defends against threat by stopping
them from getting anything useful from the device. On the other
hand, steganography protects information by hiding into a
carrier without causing suspicion to the attackers. Various
secure storage solutions [5], [6] exist that can be used to protect
data on wireless sensor network. In [7], authors present a
framework for the IoT to secure storage and communication by
using cryptography.
We extend the idea of [8] for preserving the privacy and
security of information that is stored in the personal smart
devices with the help of steganography technique. In [8], the
authors proposed an image steganography technique for secured
communication of information over the internet. We have
compared the performance (imperceptibility and capacity) of
our proposed method with that of [8] and [9].
2. Proposed Method
The proposed protection process consists of two main
operations: (i) storing the information (ii) recovering the
information. The overview of the process is shown in the Fig. 1.
Here both the steps use the same secret key (SK).
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A. Storing Process
For storing information in the carrier, we use RGB image of
(MxN), information (I) and SK with the following algorithm 1.
Information
Storing
Process
Carrier
StegoSecret Key

Information

image

Recovering
Process

Fig. 1 Overview of the System
Algorithm 1: Information Storing
1. Set i=1, j=1, l=1and Pij is a pixel of the carrier image

3. Simulation and Evaluation
We have used MATLAB R2013a for storing and recovering
the valuable personal information by using algorithm 1 and 2
and also to assess the proposed method. Table 1 shows the
details of the experiment. The stored information and the
recovered information using the algorithm 1 and 2 are the same.
Generally imperceptibility, capacity and robustness are the
evaluation criteria of such information storing technique. We
have used peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and histogram to
measure the quality (imperceptibility) of the stego-images with
respect to the original carrier images and bit per pixel (BPP) to
measure the capacity of the proposed method.
Table 1. Details of the experiment
Cover
Image
Hidden
Capacity
Bit Per
Image
Size
Data(Byte)
Pixel
(Byte)
Lena
512X512
15,122
63,088
1.93
Baboon 512X512
15,122
64,085
1.96
Pepper
512X512
15,122
63,777
1.95

2.Calculate pc=(val(Pij(c))+SK- val(Pij(c,1))- val(Pij(c,2))) mod 6+3,
c∈(1,2,3)

3.Calculate qc=(val(Pij(c))+SK- val(Pij(c,1))- val(Pij(c,2))+2) mod 6+3,
c∈(1,2,3)
4.Set n1 = ∑3c=1(Pij (c, pc ) = I(l))

with l=l+1 when there is equality

and, c∈(1,2,3)y
5. Set l=l-n1 and n2 = ∑3c=1(Pij (c, qc ) = I(l))

with l=l+1 when there

is equality and c∈(1,2,3)

6.If n1>n2 then indicate it using a pattern of bit in the LSBs of Pij;
otherwise use different pattern to indicate.

a. Carrier image: Lena

b. Stego-image: Lena

c. Carrier image: Baboon

d. Stego-image: Baboon

e. Carrier image: Pepper

f. Stego-image: Pepper

7.Set j=(j<N)?j+1:1 and i=(i<M)?i+1:M+1
8.Go to step 2 and continue until all the information is stored in the
image

B. Recovering Process
For recovering information from the stego-carrier (MxN), we
use same SK with the following algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Information Recovering
1. Set i=1, j=1, and Pij is a pixel of the stego-carrier image
2.Check LSBs of the RGB channels of the pixel Pij to find how many
bits are stored and calculate the positions by using either
pc=(val(Pij(c))+SK-

val(Pij(c,1))-

qc=(val(Pij(c))+SK-

val(Pij(c,1))-

val(Pij(c,2)))

mod

val(Pij(c,2))+2)

6+3,
mod

or
6+3,

c∈(1,2,3)depending on the scenario

3.Retrive the bit(s) from channels of Pij by using the positions pc or qc

based on step 2 and store them into a memory M
4.Set j=(j<N)?j+1:1 and i=(i<M)?i+1:M+1

5.Go to step 2 and continue until all the information is retrieved from
the stego-image
6.Separate each 8 bits and covert them into character to get the
original information and store them in a file

Fig. 2 Carrier images and Stego-images
From Fig. 2, one can observe that there is no visual artifact
between the carrier images and the stego-images. The histogram
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analysis between carrier image and corresponding stego-image
is shown in Fig 3 and they are looking alike. Fig. 4 presents a
comparison of PSNR values among proposed method and the
methods published in [8] and [9] in case of all three images. The
proposed method finds better PSNR value indicating better
quality images than method [8] and [9] except Lena image for
method [9].

a. Carrier image: Lean

b. Stego-image: Lena

c. Carrier image: Baboon

d. Stego-image: Baboon

e. Carrier image: Pepper

f. Stego-image: Pepper

Fig. 3 Histogram of Carrier images and Stego-images
Fig. 5 depicts the capacity of the proposed method with that
of method [8] and [9]. It is measured as BPP and shows fairly
better values in all the three cases rather than the methods
indicated in [8] and [9] without sacrificing image quality.

Fig. 4 Comparison of PSNR values
4. Conclusion
Protecting personal information is necessary to increase the
faith to the digital system and also for pervasive adaptation of
new IoT products and services. It is a critical job when we
consider the whole open environment and 'iCloude hacking' is
one of the examples of such security breach. Information in
personal device is more vulnerable as less measures are taken to

protect it. From the experiment, we show that our technique
outperforms over the existing techniques in terms of
imperceptibility and capacity.

Fig. 5 Comparison of capacity
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